
W: From front to back. There is nothing that goes by.

P: That is good. It is hard for people to do.

W: I mean, it might not look interesting, but after you get
into it, it might be. I can pass my time reading anything I
can get.

P: So you think pollution [is to blame]. What else? You think
it is mostly Occidental?

W: No, I do not think that it is all Occidental. I think they
contribute a great deal to it. I think second, and maybe
even [just as bad], is people building houses.

P: Oh, yes.

W: The first thing a person does when he buys a river lot is
clear out everything so he can see. He cannot leave it like
it is; he will not leave the environment like it is. He
bought it because he wanted to be on the river, but he did
not want it like it was beautiful [naturally]. He has to
clear it all out and just destroy everything, and then plant
grass out there so it is just like he was back in town,
really.

P: That is just terrible!

W: Well, that is just they way it is. Okay, so you get all the
limbs out of the river, all the brush, all the treetops and
everything else. Then where do the fish live? There is
nowhere in the world. If you want fish in a lake, you want
brush piles out there.

P: You mean like the tree tops?

W: Yes. Dump them in there and make a big brush heap which
will stay there underwater, where the fish are. Then you
can go back there every year and fish. Any fisherman will
tell you that. The little fish will go in to protect
themselves--they can hide and get bigger. The bigger fish
will go in there to catch these little ones; once in a while
one of them is going to come out, and that other one will
get him. Then the extra large fish are coming in there to
catch the ones the size under them. So you get all the fish
gathered around these brush heaps. [You will find in] 'most
any lake where people fish and will fish for a long time
these brush-heaps. They are just like old cars that they
haul in the gulf. You have read that, where they haul them
out to different places in Panama on the beaches and
everything like that. They haul them out there and dump
them in. That is like an old ship where it has sunk. It is
a good place [for fish]. It is the same with trees and
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